APPENDIX

SUMMARY OF EACH FABLE

1. Little Humpty

In the hot desert lived Big Humpty and Little Humpty. Big Humpty love Little Humpty so much. Little Humpty like to play every day. One day, when Little Humpty play with Big Humpty, he ask Big Humpty to tell him about the world. Then Big Humpty tell him about crocodiles, eagles, elephants, frogs and etc. then Big Humpty and Little Humpty played until they tired and felt asleep.

In the morning Big Humpty gave Little Humpty a surprise... Big Humpty take him to go to the Great waterhole. And they began the long and hot walk Little Humpty asked to Big Humpty, “what will we see there”, Big Humpty? “What do you think?” asked Big Humpty. Then Little Humpty think that he will see Hippos, elephants, and crocodiles. “Wouldn’t that be very wonderful?” said Big Humpty.

As they walked on and on, Little Humpty always said, “Are we nearly there yet?” “yes we are nearly there”, said Big Humpty. Then they were right there, Little Humpty surprised and Little Humpty’s eyes grew big. What he saw was better than roly-poly hippos, better than elephants, and better than crocodiles. “Wow” said little Humpty.

“I see lots and lots of little humpty just like me”

“Baaa!” said little Humpty happily. Then they go to the great waterhole to play with another.

2. Lucy Goosey

In the pond lived a baby goose named Lucy and her family. Now, Lucy was nearly full grown and she has flippy flappy feet and she had even learned to whiffle her wings as she landed in the pond. Lucy liked to jump off that branch sticking out of the water, sat on that rock as big as cow, and she had played hide-and-seek in the bushes.

In that night was the time for Lucy, her mother and her family to fly away to another place. But Lucy didn’t want to go leave that pond. Then she running off leave her mother.

“Lucy comes back or you will get left behind”, call her mother.

“I don’t care”, said Lucy.

Then Lucy crept into the bushes, she hid among twigs and leaves. She tucked her head under her wing, so she couldn’t hear or see a thing until she fallen asleep.

In the night Lucy out from the bushes and hurried down to the pond. But, the pond is empty. All the geese even her mother had gone. Lucy swam around lonely in the pond and then she huddled in the reeds.

“Mum”, she whispered.

Suddenly, there was the sound of wings whiffing and a long, sad honking.

“Lucy”, my dear, where are you?”
“Mum”, said Lucy and she sped out of the reeds faster than a flying fish. Her mother held Lucy Goosey close. “Why don’t you want to leave?” said her mother. Lucy kept quite and stared up at the sky. “Will you always search for me?” asked Lucy. “Always”, said her mother. “Are you ready to go now”, said Lucy. “Ready” said Lucy. And away they flew into a never ending sky full of stars.

3. Kiss Kiss

One day when the Big Hippo sleeping, Baby Hippo go to play that he forgot to give his Mum a kiss. in his traveling, Baby Hippo waddled through the squelchy mud, and he heard “kiss kiss”. Around the bumpy rocks, up the mossy bank, through the long grass, and under the leafy trees waddled Baby Hippo and he heard “kiss kiss”. Baby Hippo stopped and suddenly he remembered something he had forgotten to do. Baby Hippo hurried back under the leafy trees, through the long grass, down the mossy bank, around the bumpy rocks, and through the squelchy mud to find his Mum. But he could not see his Mum anywhere. Then out of the deep water appeared two eyes, two wriggling ears and a pair of snorting nostrils. “Peekaboo” said Mum. Baby Hippo beamed. “Kiss kiss” he said. “Kiss kiss” said Mum.